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SEMINAR 1

Pricing, Negotiation & Profitability

Better Margins through Better Approaches to
Remuneration
with Tim Williams, Business Model and Pricing
Strategist and Founding Partner, Ignition
Consulting Group, USA
Date
Time

Tue 2nd March 2021
16:00 - 18:00 GMT

Both agencies and clients are dissatisfied with the traditional time-based approach to
renumeration. By focusing on hours and costs instead of value and effectiveness,
neither party achieves what it wants from the relationship.
During this thought-provoking workshop, Tim will explore the many other progressive
pricing strategies used by today's businesses, why the "billable hour" is not a "unit of
value" and how to effectively sell the value you create.
Based on real-life examples from firms around the world, you'll learn about:
How to select the profit-optimizing price for each engagement or service
How to charge for the value of outputs vs. the cost of inputs
Why you should charge different prices for different clients at different times
The importance of separating the value of ideation and execution
The power of pricing options
About Tim
Tim Williams is one of the leading voices in transforming the business models of
agencies and other professional service firms. As founder of the international
consultancy Ignition Consulting Group, Tim is a noted author, speaker, and presenter
for industry associations, agency networks, and business conferences worldwide.
His work has taken him literally around the world, where he has helped transform
professional service firms on every continent. Along the way, Tim has written two
books, 'Take a Stand for Your Brand' and 'Positioning for Professionals: How
Professional Service Firms Can Differentiate Their Way to Success'.
Based on his expertise in building differentiated professional service brands, Tim has
been interviewed and quoted by The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The
Economist, and numerous other global business publications.
As a consultant to marketing firms, Tim has worked with hundreds of agencies
ranging from mid-size independents to multinational agency networks and global
holding companies. Before forming Ignition, Tim held President/CEO positions at
several independent U.S. agencies after having worked for multinational agencies
Ogilvy & Mather and Burson-Marsteller in New York and elsewhere.

SEMINAR 2

Pricing, Negotiation & Profitability

Changing the Game on How Your Agency Gets
Paid
with Nancy Hill, Founder, The Agency Sherpa and
Former President and CEO, American Association
of Advertising Agencies, USA
Date
Time

Tue 16th March 2021
16:00 - 18:00 GMT

In this seminar, Nancy will walk you through how to change the way your agency gets
paid.
About Nancy
Nancy founded Media Sherpas in October of 2017 to focus on the organizational and
strategic issues that advertising agencies and their marketing partners face in a
modern marketing ecosystem. Well versed in agency and marketing organizational
culture, talent, finances, and revenue growth, Nancy helps her clients to make the
tough decisions necessary to position themselves for growth and opportunity without
sacrificing a positive culture. She likens herself to a personal trainer, someone who
will push you without barking at you.
As former President and Chief Executive Officer of the 4A’s, Nancy guided the 100
year-old association’s transformation to provide leadership, advocacy and guidance
to the advertising industry.
A veteran of agencies across the country, she began her career in advertising in 1983
at Doner/Baltimore, where she spent 10 years. This was followed by work at
TBWAChiatDay in both St. Louis and Los Angeles, before moving to San Francisco to
lead Goldberg Moser O’Neill, which became Hill Holliday in 2001. After that, she
joined BBDO as EVP and managing director for New York. Her most recent position
prior to joining the 4A’s was CEO of Lowe New York.
In April 2013, Nancy was named one of Advertising Age’s 100 Most Influential Women
in Advertising History and was honored as a Woman to Watch by Ad Age. The next
year, she was recognized by AWNY (Now known as She Runs It) with its Changing the
Game.

SEMINAR 3

Pricing, Negotiation & Profitability

How to Build a Relationship and Negotiate
Effectively with Client Procurement Teams
with Tina Fegent, Global Leader in Marketing
Procurement Consultancy, UK
Date
Time

Wed 31st March 2021
16:00 - 18:00 GMT

In this seminar, participants will learn about the role of procurement, what makes
client procurement teams tick, and how to negotiate effectively with them.
Tina will walk through:
The role and objectives of client procurement teams
How to build a successful relationship with them
Why do they always want to negotiate?
Top tips on negotiation
Savings vs Added Value
Long term relationship building
About Tina
One of the first to work in Marketing Procurement over 25 years ago. Tina then
established many of the first Marketing Procurement teams in the UK for Cellnet
(Telefonica), SB (GSK) and Orange & France Telecom. From Lucozade Sports bottles to
Orange Arrows Formula One Racing, there isn't a category of marketing that she
hasn’t procured.
She was then the first Procurement person to work agency side at Grey Advertising
and Lowe London as their Commercial Director. An experience that taught her how
agencies work commercially.
In 2006 she set up Tina Fegent Consulting to offer a Marketing Procurement
Consultancy service to clients. Recent clients include Amazon, SSE, PepsiCo & Aldi.
Tina works at a strategic level alongside clients and agencies to help identify what is
required to make marketing procurement a success in an organisation- market
knowledge and stakeholder engagement being some of her key attributes.
She also mentors and trains marketing procurement teams and individuals. She has
chaired the Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply (CIPS) Specialist Knowledge
Group on Marketing Purchasing since its inception in 2006. She is a regular speaker
globally on Marketing Procurement and, very proudly, she was the first Marketing
Procurement person to appear in Campaign's Annual A List of the most powerful
people in the Advertising industry!

SEMINAR 4

Pricing, Negotiation & Profitability

Think like a Consultancy
with Rene Fischer, Partner and Strategist,
Synthesis Consulting Group, Lithuania
Date
Time

Tue 13th April 2021
16:00 - 18:00 GMT

So, you think you want to work with start-ups?
A lot of agencies do – but without any real acknowledgment of what start-ups actually
need and how different this is from what agencies usually sell.
The very mindset and approach to business that start-ups are built on is different
from what creative agencies are used to. This is why working with start-ups is not just
a more flexible and faster form of doing the same agencies do for their usual clients.
Agencies need to reinvent their approach to processes and workflow, their attitude
towards creativity and testing, their formats of delivering results, and need to truly
understand what part of their work adds the most value to a start-up client.
In this session, we look at how start-ups are different from the typical creative agency
client, and what agencies can do to successfully attract start-ups as clients and come
out with success stories.
And even if your agency is not planning to start working with start-ups, there’s the
extra benefit that many of these novel ways for an agency to work and deliver will
actually impress traditional clients, too.
About Rene
Rene Fischer is Partner and Strategist at Synthesis Consulting in Lithuania.
His early career was at Brainstore and TBWA in Switzerland but finding this a little
lacking in adventure, he emigrated to the Baltic states in 2001. He held Creative
Director positions at some of the most dynamic independent agencies in Latvia and
Estonia, where he founded the countries’ first Art Directors’ Club.
Realising that emerging markets needed expertise in strategy as well as creativity, he
switched his focus to become strategy director at agencies in Lithuania and Ukraine.
Rene then went on to start agencies in Uzbekistan and Iran, before returning to
Vilnius to co-Found Synthesis Consulting. Synthesis is a group of hyper-specialised
companies that support organisations going through a strategic transformation
process – and entrepreneurs breaking away to form new ventures – actualising
potential in products, services, brand creation, sales, communications and
organisational design through simple, practical insights and processes.

SEMINAR 5

Pricing, Negotiation & Profitability

Love thy Numbers
with Raj Naveen, Management Consultant,
Former CFO and CIO, IPG MENA, Dubai & USA
Date
Time

Tue 27th April 2021
16:00 - 18:00 GMT

Raj Naveen’s strengths lie in understanding People & Numbers. In this seminar, Raj
will share his knowledge in the following topics:
Management of KPIs by Ratios
Impact of utilization / conversion on overhead rate / pricing
Resource optimization & profitability
Transparency in negotiations (External & Internal)
The purpose of this session is to enable Entrepreneurs & Business Heads, specifically
in the Agency business, to:
Design a simple dashboard to understand their operations
Take informed decisions in a timely manner at all times
Manage resources efficiently by sharing information
Finally, be comfortable with (relevant) numbers
About Raj
As a Senior Finance Professional, Raj Naveen has more than 20 years of multinational
experience directing business development & transformation of companies during
various stages of life cycles.
In his current role, he’s partnered with SMB firms generating up to $100 million in
annual revenue, working closely with clients throughout the U.S. and abroad. He has
worked closely with private equity firms and corporate leadership teams throughout
all phases of launch and acquisition processes, leveraging automation to promote
long-term growth.
Over the course of Raj’s career, he’s earned multiple industry awards and
recognitions due to exceptional leadership abilities, training and mentoring teams of
specialized staff. He is a Certified Accountant with a degree in Law & Management
from India.
Positions he's held outside USA, prior to Business Consultancy since 2013 are:
CFO & CIO for MENA region of Interpublic Group Company, in Dubai
COO for East Africa of WPP Group Company, in Nairobi
CFO for India of Publicis Group Company, in Mumbai
CFO for India of Sony Pictures Entertainment Company, in Mumbai

